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Menubar -> Create -> Image plane

Attribute Editor -> Source the imagefile

Channel Box -> Layers -> Add selection to layer -> lock 
the layer

Window configuration and select the side-view with the 
spacebar

Modeling Shelf -> Create a polycylinder -> Change the 
number of subdivision (T) and adapt the edges to the 
imageplane by moving (w) and scaling (r)

Select the last edge loop and scale it in order to close al-
most the mesh

Menu Bar -> Select -> Convert Selection -> To Vertices

Shift-RMB-Merge Vertices -> Merge and then increase the 
threshold until the Vertices merge together

Menubar -> Meshtools -> Insert Edge loop by clicking on 
an edge and pressing the LMB

Select the inserted edge and scale (r) the edge loop

Select the upper and bottom faces and delete them

Select the bottom edge and Shift-RMB-Extrude

Select all the edge loops with a crease and Shift-RMB-
Crease and drag the mouse to the right in order to give the 
selected edge loops crease weight

Go to object mode

Shift-RMB-Smooth in order to smooth the mesh

Select the edges you want to scale towards the center and 
scale (r) them a little bit towards the center

Crease the the scaled edges with shit-RMB-Crease

Select the faces you want to scale (r) outwards and scale 
(r) them outwards

Go to Object mode RMB-object mode

Shift - RMB- Smooth

Repeat the extrude and scale (r) all the edge loops in order 
to achieve a similar risult compared with the bottle

Go to Object mode RMB-object mode

Shift-RMB-Extrude in order to extrude all faces inwards 
(be careful to scale with the component pivot/not world)

Delete the History Menu Bar -> Edit -> Delete all by type 
-> History

Menubar -> Modify -> Freeze Transformation

Menubar -> Modify -> Center Pivot
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Select the paint selection tool in the Toolbox

And paint while in face mode over the faces you want to 
select (you can adjust the paint radius by pressing B and 
draging the RMB to the right or left)

You can deselect faces by klicking control while painting 
of shift if you want to add further faces

shit-RMB -> duplicate Face in order to get a copy of the 
selected faces

Anrold Shelf -> Create Skydome Light

Go to Color and Source the Skydome-image

Visiblity -> Camera 0 (The camera doesnt render the sky-
dome - It will be only used for reflections and refractions 
in the materials)

Scale the duplicated faces to make them a little bit bigger 
than the bottle itself

Click RMB and go to assign new material and select “as-
sign new material”

Go to Arnold shader -> AISurfaceShader and rename the 
material

Label the color setting and source the texture

Select the “textured” in the viewport menu in order to 
show the textures in the scene

Go to the render settings

Change the image format to png

Change the image size to HD1080

UV-> UV Editor

Create-> Cylindrical

Select the bottle and apply a new AiStandartSurface Mate-
rial

Rename the AiStandarSurface

Go under Preset and select the Glass preset

Render the image Arnold-> Render

Save image -> options -> select color managed image

Save the image


